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DATASHEET FOR DIGITAL COMMAND CENTER 

KEY FEATURES 
 

 City Service Catalog 

 Digital Twin & Inventory 

 Service Management 

 

PRODUCT OVERVIEW 
____________________________________________ 

 CitySynergy Command is the “operational brain”, the core of the 

Operating System of a Smart Place, City or Nation. A robust solution that puts 

the city management and citizens at the center of its strategy, and at 

the same time ensures the optimization of operational efficiency and 

effectiveness. Some highlights: 

• It centralizes the City vertical domains events, incidents and requests, 

therefore fostering event correlation and real time collaboration 

of operational teams on top of standard operating procedures. The 

result is high quality service management, efficiency, efficacy and the 

sustainable growth of citizen satisfaction. 

• It encompasses a powerful Digital Twin, on top of a dynamic 

inventory and center ledger of all managed assets, geotagged and 

always updated, as well as Deloitte’s unique Smart City Service and 

KPI Catalogue.  

• The Digital Twin Visualizer enables a visual analysis of the 

dependencies between services, resources and the incidents that are 

affecting these elements. It has the capacity to focus on a single item 

and display its providers and its dependents, along with its properties, 

like geolocation, maintenance agreements, provider, etc. 

• An instant visualization of their status is also possible, as unavailable 

or impacted items are identified with a red circle, items and incidents 

can also be searched for using their properties. The managed assets 

metrics can also be displayed and can be compared in a specified 

timestamp.  
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Service Catalog  

A city or smart place service catalogue is a list of services that can be made available by a city or place to its citizens, 
tourists, employees and visitors. Each city service is categorized into a vertical domain, which in turn belongs to a 

vertical, and finally, the vertical is also part of a more general area. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 City service packs 

 City Services 

 City supporting services 

 City resources 

 CMDB Standard 

 CMDB relation rules 

 
 

City Services, supporting services and city 
resources 
_____________________________________________ 

City service packs, services, supporting services & resources are represented 
with dependence topology (CMDB standard), with a correlated visualization 
and topology analysis and relation validations (CMDB relation rules), also 

federation features for external supply verticals. 
Historical information changes and versioning control features. 

City service maintenance information and SLAs management. 
 
City service packs for mobility or others packs, 

City services, supporting services & resources for: 

   

   

 

  

  

Mobility 

• Parking 
• Traffic 
• Transportation 

(Bikes, Bus, Scooter) 

Safety & Security 

• Emergency 
• Safety 

Energy & Environment 

• Climate 
• Energy 
• Fauna & Flora 
• Pollution 
• Solid Waste 
• Waste Water 
• Water 
• Public Health 

Living & Health 

• Communication 
• Media 
• Public Space 
• Recreation 
• Health 
• Illumination 
• Culture 

Government & 
Education 

• Citizen Interaction 
• Education 
 

Economy 

• Tourism 
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KEY BENEFITS 
 

 City KPIs 

 ISO 37120 

 City quality 

City KPIs Catalog 
_____________________________________________ 

The City KPI Catalogue defines KPIs for specific vertical domains, aiming to 
describe both the city service quality, and the city service operation. The 
document was developed based on the analysis of the following documents: 

 ISO 37120 - Sustainable development of communities - Indicators for 

city services and quality of life (2014) 
 “World Council on City Data”, also based on Cities using ISO 37120 

 ITU-T Y.4900/L.1600 - Overview of key performance indicators (KPIs) 
in smart sustainable cities (2016) 

 ETSI - TS 103 463 – Key Performance Indicators for Sustainable 
Digital Multiservice Cities (2017) 

 
KPIs designed for: 

     

   
 

  

Mobility 

• Parking 
• Traffic 
• Transportation 

(Bikes, Bus, Scooter) 

Safety & Security 

• Emergency 
• Safety 

Energy & Environment 

• Climate 
• Energy 
• Fauna & Flora 
• Pollution 
• Solid Waste 
• Waste Water 
• Water 
• Public Health 

Living & Health 

• Communication 
• Public Space 
• Recreation 
• Health 
• Culture 

Government & 

Education 
 

• Citizen Interaction 
• Education 

Economy 

• Tourism 
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Digital Twin & Inventory 

A digital twin is a digital replica of a living or non-living physical asset. The digital twin contains one or more agents 
that collect data to represent the real-time information about the physical asset. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Metric Management Portal 

 Dependencies between 

services 

 Bulk Load 

 Impact Analysis 

 Root Cause analysis 

 Cause and Effect Cis 

 Trace Relation 

 Shortest Path 

 

Digital Twin 
_____________________________________________ 

The Digital Twin has a Metric Label Management Portal that enables the 
mapping and management of existing metric labels. When an unknown metric 
is received, it is stored temporarily until it is confirmed and mapped into a 
known metric. The portal alerts for unknown metrics and enables their 
mapping by a user. A user can also add, edit or delete their mapped metric 
labels. The portal also provides a catalogue of all existing metric labels. 

 

The Digital Twin Visualizer enables a visual analysis of the dependencies 
between services, resources and the incidents that are affecting these 
elements. The visualizer has the capacity to focus on a single item and display 

its providers and its dependents, along with its properties. The metrics of that 
item can also be displayed, and all metrics of that item can be compared in a 
specified timespan. An instant visualization of their status is also possible, as 
unavailable or impacted items are identified with a red circle, items and 
incidents can also be searched for using their properties. 

 

The Digital Twin has a bulk loading process to be used when a large amount 
of data needs to be imported. By importing a csv file and calling an API, the 
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file is loaded instantly. The bulk loading process is available for items and for 

relationships. 

The Visualizer dashboard, used by the Command Center Operators, lets you do 
namely the following actions: 

 Visualize multiple levels of heterogeneous assets from a configurable 
graphical view 

 Visualize the shortest dependency path between to elements 
 Perform Root Cause analysis 
 Perform Impact analysis 
 Cause effect analysis 
 Visualize a dependency chain 
 Display assets status 
 Display asset attributes and properties 

 Display assets relationships 
 Filter based on assets families, relationship types, and other attributes 

 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Enables the collecting of all 

kinds of information in any 

format 

 

Data Lake 
_____________________________________________ 

CitySynergy’s data lake stores structured, semi-structured and unstructured 

information of the city, enabling the collection of all kinds of information in any 
format (such as raw data, semantic and media). Whenever possible, the data 
lake information is federated with the CMDB, making it possible to correlate 
well-known structured configuration data with other types of information such 
as metrics, images, videos or others.  

Biometric data can also be stored, however additionally security measures must 

be taken in this regard, to further restrict access to this type of data due to 
privacy concerns. Geo-location, transactional and other data sets can be stored, 
related to the city’s objects of control. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Geotagged items 

 

Geo-Location 
_____________________________________________ 

Streets and roads information are stored. The digital Twin items are 
geotagged, this helps to find the location of the physical resource and analyze 

near items. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Multiple data repositories 

 View in context 

Federated Inventory 
_____________________________________________ 

A single digital twin item can be associated to multiple data repositories, with 
each data repository having a unique id that identifies the item. While it is not 
necessary for the unique id to be unique among data repositories. 
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Is possible to view the digital twin item in a particular data repository context. 
The target repository is launched in the context of the item that was open, if 
the item has more than one data repository it can be seen in each of its 
sources. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Items relations 

 Relations rules 

 

Correlated Inventory 
_____________________________________________ 

The digital twin items can relate to each other by relationships. 

The digital twin relations allow only predefined relationships to be created 
between items.  

Only specific item classes may be related, and the Digital Twin enforces these 
rules, no duplicate relations can be created.   

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Digital twins relations 

 Digital twins categorization 

 Digital twins details 

 

Virtual Services and resources 
_____________________________________________ 

The changes to the digital twin items and their relations must be registered 
and tracked this can enable a detailed analysis of this items. 

Digital twin items have different fields and relations depending on their 
categorization and nature, the details of the item and detail of his 
relationships can be seen inside each item.  

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Data integrity 

 

Data Consistency  
_____________________________________________ 

Use a data base schema to store and manage physical items. As the interface 
through which these items are registered and as the only source for updating 
these tables, this ensures that item data flows consistently, thereby supporting 
the data and referential integrity of the item data model. 
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KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Managing and protecting 

integrity of Cis 

 Maintaining updated CIs 

 

Configuration Management database (CMDB)  
_____________________________________________ 

A configuration management database (CMDB) is a database that contains all 
relevant information about the assets and their components and the 
relationships between those components. As a city enters more Configuration 
Items (CIs) into the system, the CMDB becomes a stronger resource to predict 
changes and helps operators to perform their role. This solution allows to view 

in a relational way, through a dynamically created image, all the relations 
existing between the various elements of the city.  

Configuration Management is the process responsible for managing services 
and assets to support other service management processes.  

Configuration Management helps to identify, control, maintain and verify the 

versions of CIs. Configuration management processes are closely integrated 
with incident management, problem management, change management, and 

release management.   
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Service Management 

Service Management tool, delivers a modern, self-service experience to access knowledge, collaborate and resolve 
requests services, and manage digital twins items. Aligned with delivery and business demand. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Standard and automated 

 No additional approvals 

 Fulfilment times clearly set 

Request Management  
_____________________________________________ 

The purpose of Request Management is to support the agreed quality of a service 
by handling all pre-defined, user-initiated service request in an effective and user-

friendly manner.  

A request initiates a service action which has been agreed as a normal part of 

service delivery. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Self-help to resolve 

 Escalate to suppliers or 

partners 

 Auto assign 

 Categorization 

 Collaboration 

Incident Management  
_____________________________________________ 

The purpose of the incident management is to minimize the negative impact of 
incidents by restoring normal service operation as quickly as possible. 

An incident is an unplanned interruption to a service or reduction of the quality 

of a service. 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Change Calendar 

 Single focal point 

 Prioritization 

Change Management  
_____________________________________________ 

 

The purpose of the change management is to ensure that changes in an city are 
smoothly and successfully implemented, and that lasting benefits are achieved 
by managing the human aspects of the changes. 
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KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Reduce the number of 

future incidents 

 Develop workarounds 

 Long-term resolutions 

 Trend analysis 

 Detection of duplicate 

issues 

Problem Management  
_____________________________________________ 

The purpose of the problem management is to reduce the likelihood and impact 
of incidents by identifying actual and potential causes of incidents, and managing 
workarounds and known errors. 

Problem is a cause or a potential cause of one or more incidents. 

A problem that has been analyzed but has not a been resolved is known as a 
know error. 

 
 
 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Classic workflow 

 Task based 

 Process Automation 

 Web Services 

Process Workflow  
_____________________________________________ 

A workflow is an automated or partially automated business process that 
specifies the sequence of tasks to be performed to resolve an issue. 

The "classic" workflow is an internal workflow automation feature for simple 
workflows tasks. 

Process Automation is a workflow with task-based steps that run remotely on a 

web service. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Automatic notifications 

 Variety of notification 

methods 

 Action notifications 

 
 

Notification Management  
_____________________________________________ 

A notification can be automatically sent for a any specific activity. An activity is 
an action that someone performs, such as resolving a issue, sending a managed 
survey, running the Knowledge Report Card or creating a knowledge document. 
Even daily activities such as returning a call, cancelling or closing a record, 
increasing priority, or updating status can be considered activities that result in 

a notification being sent. 

Notifications can be sent via e-mail, SMS, RSS feed, and so on. 
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KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Document Preferences 

 Natural language search 

 Knowledge Categories 

 HTML editor 

 

Knowledge Management  
_____________________________________________ 

The purpose of the knowledge management is to maintain and improve the 
effective, efficient, and convenient use of information and knowledge across the 
organization. 

Operational users and analysts can access a knowledge base. You are able to 
create and manage content that resides in the knowledge base. Knowledge 
Management helps you provide customers with solutions to complex issues. 

Effective knowledge management quickly delivers solutions to customers through 
a process that is user-friendly and easy to navigate. 
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KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Avoid Penalties 

 Citizen Satisfaction 

 SLA tracking 

Service Level Agreement  
_____________________________________________ 

Service level management ensures that an agreed level of a service is provided 
for all the existing services, and the future services are delivered to agreed 
achievable targets enabling value for the customers. Service Level Management 
includes Service Level Agreements (SLA).  

A service level agreement (SLA) or service type is an agreement between the city 
and its citizens and describes the level of service to be provided by the city. 

CitySynergy tracks the service level agreements for all services and helps the city 
to meet their agreements by indicating the active incidents that are close to 
breaching or have breached the service level agreement. 

Service level agreements can be defined for services based on their types or also 
at an individual level. 

 

 

 

 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Quick view for City 

Situations 

 Quick view for City 

Services 

 Personalized filters for 

operation analysts 

Scoreboard   
_____________________________________________ 

The Scoreboard is a tree structure that shows a counter for City requests, change 

orders, Incidents, Problems and City Services assigned to you or your group 
(depending on how your Command Center has been configured). 

 

You can expand or collapse the list of records displayed in the Scoreboard by 
selecting the node for those records, or clicking the expansion/collapse button. 
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ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
 
More information can be found at: 
 

https://www.deloitte.com/citysynergy 

 

 

 
 

SUPPORTED STANDARDS|FRAMEWORKS 
_____________________________________________ 

ISO 37120 

ITIL Framework 
 

RELATED PRODUCTS 
_____________________________________________ 

This product interacts with: 
 CitySynergy Integrate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (“DTTL”), its global network of member firms, and their related entities. DTTL 
(also referred to as “Deloitte Global”) and each of its member firms are legally separate and independent entities. DTTL does not provide services to 

clients. Please see www.deloitte.com/about to learn more. 

Deloitte is a leading global provider of audit and assurance, consulting, financial advisory, risk advisory, tax and related services. Our network of 

member firms in more than 150 countries and territories serves four out of five Fortune Global 500® companies. Learn how Deloitte’s approximately 

286,000 people make an impact that matters at www.deloitte.com. 

This communication contains general information only, and none of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, its member firms or their related entities 

(collectively, the “Deloitte network”) is, by means of this communication, rendering professional advice or services. Before making any decision or 

taking any action that may affect your finances or your business, you should consult a qualified professional adviser. No entity in the Deloitte 

network shall be responsible for any loss whatsoever sustained by any person who relies on this communication.  

 

https://www.deloitte.com/citysynergy
http://www.deloitte.com/about
http://www.deloitte.com/
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DATASHEET FOR CITYSYNERGY INSIGHTS 

KEY CAPABILITIES 
 

 APP’s 

 Wallboards 

 Dashboards 

 Videowall 

 
 

PRODUCT OVERVIEW 
______________________________________________ 

CitySynergy Insights provides to all stakeholders contextualized, synthetic 

and visual reporting information about the service and operations, relevant 

for decision-making and citizen input and feedback. It contains a set of 

features that enable data interpretation, that aim to achieve five main 

goals: 

 Promote citizen engagement through a mobile application that allows 

users to report, understand and receive feedback about situations 

occurring in the city/place; the reporting App can be embedded on a 

City or Place integrated App 

 Streamline operational teams workflow by providing tools to help 

determine which tasks should be prioritized  

 Shorten situation resolution time with a mobile application designed 

specifically for field teams, aligned with the Service Catalogue and the 

Command Center Operations 

 Translate city/place data through the use of data visualizations that 

allow an easy interpretation of predefined indicators and metrics, 

fostering KPIs and SLA based service provider management 

 Facilitate executive members’ decision making through a set of 

reports designed to accompany the progress of goals established by 

the city/place. 

Through shared data and vertical domain integration, CitySynergy 

Insights is able to transform and represent information that any user can 

read and understand.  
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APP’S 

CitySynergy Insights provides mobile applications developed for the citizen and field teams. These applications help 

the citizen take part in maintaining the city’s/place’s well being, and the field teams to register and be informed about 

situations that require actions to be taken. 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Citizen Engagement 

 Situations Map View 

 Follow Situations 

 Indicators 

 

 

CITIZEN APP 
_____________________________________________ 
 

The citizen application allows users to easily view, report and follow a 

situation. It aims to promote a greater engagement between the citizen and 

the city/place through shared information related to situations occurred, their 

status and resolution time. 

 

Citizen App contains, among many features: 

 Situations Map – geographic representation of active situations 

occurrence 

 Situations Follow Up – information about situations the user chooses 

to follow 

 Dashboard – lists a set of indicators related to the status of the 

city/place services. 

 

By allowing real-time interaction with city/place services, a commitment is 

created: users can report an occurrence and follow it, and city/place can take 

actions more quickly to solve it. 
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KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Assigned Tasks 

 Task Finder 

 Indicators 

 Geotagging 

 

FIELD APP 
_____________________________________________ 

 

Field application is oriented towards the city/place operational teams. Its 

purpose is to facilitate communication between field teams and the command 

center. 

 

The Field App allows users to manage their tasks by providing a set of 

features that help operational decision making:  

 My Tasks – lists the tasks assigned to the user 

 Tasks Follow Up – information about tasks status 

 Task Finder – allows user to search and view situations occurrence 

through geographic representation or geotagging 

 Dashboards – shows tasks statistics. 

 

 

WALLBOARDS 

Wallboards gather relevant information that helps decision making in real-time. They are intended to be exposed in the 

city/place command center so that all operational workers can benefit from data displayed.  

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Operational Indicators 

 Situations Prioritization 

 Root Cause 

 
 

VERTICAL OPERATION 
_____________________________________________ 
 

The Vertical Operation wallboards collect information to be read in real-time 

providing guidelines to help prioritizing situations. They highlight occurrences 

that are assigned, unassigned and already in field team, grouping them by 

priority and by status.  

The data displayed is related to specific vertical and vertical domains and is 

complemented with a set of indicators provided to show a global view of a 

city/place service status.  

These wallboards are built to retrieve information that is “easy on the eye” to 

avoid data misinterpretation. 
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KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Situations Management 

 Situations Trend 

 Historical Timeline 

 

TEAM OPERATION 
_____________________________________________ 
 

Similar to Vertical Operation, Team Operation wallboards are designed to 

respond quickly to operational management needs. They contain 

information about situations allocated to a specific operational group and 

facilitate their distribution.  

An historical occurrence timeline is shown in a chart representation allowing a 

fast reporting about situations trend.  

The Team and Vertical Operation wallboards design is combined to consolidate 

operational data in a wall screen that highlights which tasks need urgent 

attention and rapid action.  
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DASHBOARDS 

Specialized Dashboards provide the ability to display relevant data to the ruling authorities of the city/place not only 

about their implemented policies, but also related with the operational performance of the city/place services and 

general state of the city/place. These Dashboards allow the analysis of the city/place data, in order to take action 

quickly and effectively. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Curated Executive Data  

 City Policy Monitoring 

 General Overview of the City 

 
 

EXECUTIVE DASHBOARD 
_____________________________________________ 
 

The Executive Dashboard targets the city ruling authorities and contains 

information related to the policies implemented in the city/place. These 

insights are provided by displaying the current state and final objective of each 

policy as KPIs, when applicable. 

 

Even though it is not intended to be an operational dashboard, general 

information about the operational state of the city/place can also be 

displayed. This allows the ruling authority to have an overview of the operations 

in the city/place. 

 

This dashboard also provides maps displaying information about metrics such 

as noise and air quality indexes. Benchmark indicators are also measured to 

highlight data collected and shared by city/place. 
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KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Operational Monitoring  

 Efficiency Assessment  

SERVICE OPERATION 
_____________________________________________ 
 

The Service Operation dashboard offers information related with issue 

resolution by the operational teams. It displays the number of issues 

resolved in a specified period for each operational team level, along with the 

time taken to solve them. 

 

It is also possible to arrange the data to display the numbers by type of issue 

such as incidents, requests and problems, showing how many of these types 

each team resolved, and how long it took them to do it. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 GDPR Monitoring 

 Facilitates GDPR Compliance 

Analysis 

 Anonymity Statistics 

 

GDPR OVERVIEW 
_____________________________________________ 

 

The GDPR Overview dashboard works together with CitySynergy Command to 

provide insights into the GDPR issues that occur in the city/place. It facilitates 

the analysis of: 

 Personal data erasure and access requests 

 Data modification requests 

 Data portability requests 

 Number of data breaches and DPO contacts. 

 

Besides this information, the GDPR dashboard also provides insights about the 

citizen registrations made on CitySynergy Command and anonymous vs. 

identified issue registrations. 
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VIDEOWALL 

The Videowall consists of a series of features containing operational information about the city/place vertical different 

domains. These features are used by the operational team in the command center for quick gathering of information 

and decision making. It aims to be “the heart” of the command center as it is displayed in the room front line, on a set 

of large wall screens. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Visual Image of the Issue 

Location  

 Pinpoint most Affected 

Locations 

 Real-time Issue Update 

 

REMOTE CONSOLE 
_____________________________________________ 
 

The Remote Console contains a dynamic geographical representation of the 

various issues affecting the city/place in real time, showing its location and the 

service affected. It has zoom capability and can be controlled with a tablet. 

 

The Remote Console is also authentication enabled, to avoid unauthorized 

access to the displayed data. 

 

 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Detailed Vertical Information  

 Awareness of the Vertical 

Status 

 Correlation of Information 

based on Historical Data  

VERTICAL STATUS 
_____________________________________________ 
 

The Vertical Status section shows a summary of the city/place verticals, with 

information for each of them about: 

 Availability 

 SLA matching 

 Number of unresolved issues 

 Average resolution time for the latest 7 days. 

 

It is also possible to consult in the Videowall historical data about the tickets of 

priority one and two for the last 6 hours. 
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KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Global View of the City Status  

 Condensed Vertical SLA Data 

VERTICAL SLA 
_____________________________________________ 

 

This section of the Videowall displays the aggregated information about the 

verticals, providing an overview of the state of operations in the city/place, and 

consequent levels of satisfaction of the citizens. It provides the following 

information: 

 Graphical representation of the SLA matching for the verticals 

 Global availability 

 Total number of unresolved issues 

 Citizen satisfaction 
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ADDITIONAL 

INFORMATION 
 
More information can be found at: 
 

https://www.deloitte.com/citysynergy 

 

 

 

SUPPORTED STANDARDS 
_____________________________________________ 
 

CitySynergy Insights displays operational and executive indicators that are 

supported by international standards and dashboard best practices. 

 

RELATED PRODUCTS 
_____________________________________________ 
 

This product integrates with APIs to manage the situations’ lifecycle and to 

obtain city/place services’ metrics.  

Reported situations are recorded and handled in a service management 

platform. 

To have a complete set of the product the following reading is important: 

 CitySynergy Integrate Datasheet 

 CitySynergy Command Datasheet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (“DTTL”), its global network of member firms, and their related entities. DTTL 

(also referred to as “Deloitte Global”) and each of its member firms are legally separate and independent entities. DTTL does not provide services to 

clients. Please see www.deloitte.com/about to learn more. 

Deloitte is a leading global provider of audit and assurance, consulting, financial advisory, risk advisory, tax and related services. Our network of 

member firms in more than 150 countries and territories serves four out of five Fortune Global 500® companies. Learn how Delo itte’s approximately 

286,000 people make an impact that matters at www.deloitte.com. 

This communication contains general information only, and none of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, its member firms or their related entities 

(collectively, the “Deloitte network”) is, by means of this communication, rendering professional advice or services. Before making any decision or 
taking any action that may affect your finances or your business, you should consult a qualified professional adviser. No entity in the Deloitte 

network shall be responsible for any loss whatsoever sustained by any person who relies on this communication.  
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DATASHEET FOR CITYSYNERGY INTEGRATE 

KEY CAPABILITIES 
 

 Entity Federation 

 API Library  

 API Developer Portal 

 Integration Hub 

 

 
 

PRODUCT OVERVIEW 
__________________________________________ 

CitySynergy does not disrupt the City or Smart Place ecosystem of sub-systems and 

service providers. It integrates them, ensuring data segregation between the 

different operators. 

This integration layer intends to ensure the fast incorporation of APIs and web 

services, which should ensure connection with the vertical and horizontal 

management domains, IoT devices and other applications of the city with 

CitySynergy. These are built using a micro services architecture, increasing the 

scalability and flexibility of the solution.  

Additionally, CitySynergy Integrate enables NEOM’s APIs Portal with SDK and 

uses an IoT message broker to integrate Internet of Things.  

This increases and accelerates the integration between systems, fosters the 

innovation of the several parts of an ecosystem, the data flow access, control and 

compliance, with a secure and centralized access to it. 
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ENTITY FEDERATION 

Provide the ability to establish a trusted relationship between the CitySynergy and an internal or external LDAP, 
enabling the contact data federation. 

  

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Single Sign On  

 User data Aggregation 

 Central entity federation 

manager 

 

LDAPs Integration 
_____________________________________________ 
 

CitySynergy Protect provides the ability to integrate with a local or remote LDAP 

for authentication of users. 

 

The solution provides APIs to receive and retrieve contacts data from/to a 

local or remote LDAP. These contacts represents users like citizens, tourists, 

employees, residents, visitors, etc. 

 

The solution provides the ability to relate the actions/logs with the same 

contact ID. 

 

This provides a Single Sign On (SSO) integration and federation of the 

data for the vertical and horizontal domain managers. 

 

 

API Library 

APIs that ensures the integration between the CitySynergy modules and the vertical and horizontal domains of the 
city or smart place. 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Interoperability between 

vertical and horizontal 

domains and the operation 

center 

 Simplify data exchange 

 Centralized operational 

data 

 Message Broker 

subscription 

 Legacy webservices 

 

 

APIs 
_____________________________________________ 

 

CitySynergy Integrate has a bundle of versioned RestFul API’s that use: 

 JSON or XML message structure, 

 HTTP appropriated verbs: GET, POST, PUT, DELETE, 

 URIs to identify data as resource. 

 

Internal and external APIs are built in a micro service architecture and are 

resistant to common attacks (buffer overflows and SQL injections). 

CitySynergy Integrate performs the communication between CitySynergy 

modules. 

Some of the APIs needs an access key, this key have an expiration date and 

is used to make API calls. CitySynergy Protect that performs the authentication 

and authorization gives the key. 

CitySynergy ensures a minimum of 32k/day API calls and a 160Mb/day data 

transfer. 
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 The available APIs allows to receive and retrieve information about the following 

data: 

 

- Authentication 

o The CitySynergy Protect performs the authentication.  

 

            The available API is: 

. Authenticate 

 

- Contacts 

o Refers to the city or smart place users like citizens, tourists, 

employees and visitors. 

 

            The available API is: 

. Contacts 

 

- Digital Twin and Inventory 

o Information about all the services and its itens, including the 

relation between them and with contacts. 

 

            The available APIs are: 

Environment Climate  Environment Energy 

. Climate City Planning  . District Heating 

. Climate Emergency Planning  . Electric Vehicle Charging 

. Weather Service  . Energy Production 
Environment Pollution  . Industrial Energy 
. Air Pollution Control  . Public Building Energy 

. Light Pollution Control  . Residential Energy 

. Noise Pollution Control  Environment Solid Waste 

. Radioactive Pollution Control  . Bulky Waste Collection 

. Soil Pollution Control  . Domestic Waste Collection 

. Water Pollution Control  . Garden Waste Collection 
Environment Public Health  . Hazardous Waste Collection 
. Animal Pest Control  . Industrial Waste Collection 

. Animal Shelters  . Recycled Waste Collection 

. Botanical Pest Control  . Street Cleaning 

. Food Safety  Living Illumination 

. Hygiene  . Street Lighting 
Living Communication  Mobility Traffic 
. Cellular Communication  . Traffic Light 
. Wi-Fi  . Traffic Service 

Mobility Parking  Mobility Transportation 
. Bike Parking  . Bus Service 
. Off Street Parking  . Bike Sharing 
Resources  Cirelations 
ContactRelations   
   

 

- Locations 
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o A location is a place where assets, companies, contacts, and legal 

documents are placed or situated.  

A road axis is the directions that the referred street can have 

between two crossing streets. It is important to define routes. At 

this moment, only SIG integration can create a road axis. 

A Spot location is the place where a door or parking spot is 

located. A spot location is always associated to a location. At this 

moment, only SIG integration can create a spot location. 

 

The available APIs are: 

. Locations 

. RoadAxis 

. Spots 

 

- Situations  

o Represents Incidents or requests related with a city service. E.g.: 

A request information about a bus service or a bus service that is 

not running. 

Incident is an unplanned interruption to an IT service or reduction 

in the quality of an IT service. Failure of a configuration item that 

has not yet impacted service is also an incident, for example 

failure of one disk from a mirror set; 

Request is used as a generic description for many varying types 

of demands that are placed upon the Operations Center by the 

users. 

 

The available APIs are: 

. Situations 

. Incidents 

. Requests 

 

- Changes 

o Represents the addition, modification or removal of any 

authorized, planned, or supported service or service component 

that could have an effect on a service.  

 

The available API is: 

. Changes 

 

- Tasks 
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o Refers to a  piece of work to be done or undertaken, it includes 

resolving service failures, fixing problems, as well as carrying out 

routine operational tasks. 

E.g.: Replace of an equipment. 

 

The available API is: 

. Tasks 

 

- Alerts 

o Alerts are situations that represents FIWARE alerts based on the 

defined data model. CitySynergy Integrate does the 

transformation between the FIWARE Alert data model and 

CitySynergy situations data model, this guarantees the alignment 

between data models, enabling data portability. 

 

The available API is: 

. Alarms 

 

- IoT Metrics 

o This API allows receiving data about metrics, e.g. temperature. 

APIs with a defined but flexible structure that enables the IoT 

domain manager to communicate the metrics data. All the 

data transformation and correlation with the Digital Twin of the 

city is transparent. This data enrich the city data and allows to 

detect problems before they happen, improving the quality of 

the services to the city users. 

 

 

The available API is: 

. Metrics 

 

- KPIs 

o List of KPIs such values are available.  

The exchange of reporting and analytical data is simplified once 

all the data is produced in a centralized system with the same 

premises and calculations. This data enhance the decision-

making. 

There are operational and business KPIs.  

 

The available API are: 

. Drinking Bottles and Cans 
Collected 

 . Students in Public Education 
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. Waste Collected in Coastal 
Areas 

 . Students in Private Education 

. Trees Planted  . Recovered Schools 

. Environmental Awareness 
Actions 

 . Universities 

. Domestic Waste Recycled  . Number of Ludic Libraries 

. Population Using Public 
Transports 

 . Citizens with University 
Degrees 

. Electric Buses  . University Vacancies 

. Bus Routes Extension  . Monitored Services 

. Sharing Bicycles  . Top 5 City Services > resolved 
tickets 

. Bicycle Lanes Extension  . Situations Volume analysis 

. Avg. Waiting Time for Primary 
Health Care 

 . Availability 

. Doctors per 1000 Citizens  . SLA Analysis 

. Emergency Patients  . City Benchmark 
 

Additionally, CitySynergy uses an IoT message broker to integrate 

Internet of Things, this feature provides the ability to access in real time 

to open or shared data. CitySynergy message broker provides interest 

driven delivery based on what topics applications subscribe to.  

All messages published to a topic are received by all subscribers on the 

topic. It implements MOM (Message Oriented Middleware) architecture to 

interact with publish/subscribe message model, being capable of 

supporting MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) or AMQP 

(Advanced Message Queuing Protocol) protocols.  

Data can be ingested in multiple formats, such as JSON and XML. 

 

- GDPR Metrics 

o Related to users personal data requests there is a list of APIs 

that retrieve the number of requests related with: erasure, 

access personal data, etc. 

 

The available APIs are: 

. Erasure  

. Access Personal Data 
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API Developer Portal 
API Developer Portal allows to control how APIs are published, enables consumers to discover what services are 

available, and helps operations teams monitor API performance. API Portal simplifies API discovery for citizens and 
developers and provides them with access to enterprise data to build apps fast. Relationships with developers, 
partners, and third parties are easily managed and analytics provide valuable operational data. 
 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Single point of APIs 

Documentation 

 
 
 

API Catalog 

_____________________________________________ 

 

API Catalog is a part of API Portal that provides the ability to: 

 Understand what APIs are available; 

 View APIs documentation; 

 Supports swagger for API specification. 

 

The API Catalog reflects the API Library. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 API Plans 

 Open and Shared Data 

API Interactive Explorer 

_____________________________________________ 
 

The solution allows: 

- APIs management (private and public) 

- Access management 

- Data management 

Providing a data control. 

 

To control how APIs can be consumed the product enables the creation of API 

Plans. An API Plan comprises rate limit and/or quota information, along with 

the public or private APIs that these controls apply to. 
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Citizens, developers or vertical domains can consume the APIs that provide 

open and shared data.  

The product has the ability to export the available open data into XML or JSON 

formats. 

 
 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Apply for API Access  

 Authorization to use API 

 Faster development 

API Developer Portal Documentation & SDKs 

_____________________________________________ 
 

The API Portal allows the developers to: 

- Discover what APIs are available and to apply for access 

- Receive authorization to use APIs and get API keys 

- Get started on development faster with tools including an API 

catalog, sample applications, API Explorer, and code generation. 

 

 
 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Monitor API usage  

 Increase API efficiency 

API Access Analytics for Domains 
_____________________________________________ 
 

The product displays metrics about: 

-  APIs usage, to understand which ones to invest in; 

- App usage,  to discover which developers are valuable; 

APIs calls latency to track SLA adherence, in order to identify and optimize 

possible failures, increasing the quality and efficiency of the system. 
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Integration Hub 

CitySynergy’s Integration Hub will enable inbound and outbound integration with external systems, providing an 
automatic mechanism to fetch and/or send information between systems. 
 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Efficient data integration 

 Management of new 

integration points 

Integration Hub 
_____________________________________________ 
 

Integration Hub allows an easy and smooth data bi-directional integration with 

external data sources. Reusable workflows allow either the collection of data 

from clients APIs, or the streaming of data to their systems, such as metrics 

and alerts, providing an intrinsic data federation on our system. This module 

maps and transforms the data to be stored in CitySynergy and provides reusable 

workflows to process the data. 

The Integration Hub retrieves information through one of the following 

processes: 

• Fetching data on-demand from external APIs 

• Direct connection to an external database 

• Importing data from files 

• Subscribing an external message broker topic 
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ADDITIONAL 

INFORMATION 
 
More information can be found at: 
 

https://www.deloitte.com/citysynergy 

 

 

 

SUPPORTED STANDARDS 
_____________________________________________ 

 
XML, JSON, SOAP, REST, PCI-OSS, AJAX, XPath, XSLT, WSOL, XML Schema, 

LDAP, RADIUS, SAML, XACML, OAuth 1.0a/2.0, PKCS, Kerberos, X.509 

Certificates, FIPS 140-2, XML Signature, XML Encryption, SSL/TLS, SNMP, 

SMTP, POP3, IMAP4, HTTP(S), JMS, MQ Series, Tibco EMS, Raw TCP, FTP(S), 

WS-Security, WSTrust, WS-Federation, WS-SecureExchange, WSIL, WS-1, 

WS-Addressing, WS-Policy, SSecureConversation, WS-MetadataExchange, 

WS-SecurityPolicy, WSPolicyAttachment,WS-1 BSP, UDOI, WSRR, MTOM, 

IPv6, WCF, MQTT, RabbitMQ, Kafka, JMS, Websockets. 

 

 

RELATED PRODUCTS 
_____________________________________________ 
 

CitySynergy Integrate establishes de communication between the following 

products:  

 CitySynergy Command, 

 CitySynergy Insights, 

 CitySynergy Intelligence. 

 

 

 

Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (“DTTL”), its global network of member firms, and their related entities. DTTL 
(also referred to as “Deloitte Global”) and each of its member firms are legally separate and independent entities. DTTL does not provide services to 

clients. Please see www.deloitte.com/about to learn more. 

Deloitte is a leading global provider of audit and assurance, consulting, financial advisory, risk advisory, tax and related services. Our network of 

member firms in more than 150 countries and territories serves four out of five Fortune Global 500® companies. Learn how Delo itte’s approximately 

286,000 people make an impact that matters at www.deloitte.com. 

This communication contains general information only, and none of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, its member firms or their related entities 

(collectively, the “Deloitte network”) is, by means of this communication, rendering professional advice or services. Before making any decision or 

taking any action that may affect your finances or your business, you should consult a qualified professional adviser. No entity in the Deloitte 

network shall be responsible for any loss whatsoever sustained by any person who relies on this communication.  

 

https://www.deloitte.com/citysynergy
http://www.deloitte.com/about
http://www.deloitte.com/
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DATASHEET FOR CITYSYNERGY INTELLIGENCE 

KEY CAPABILITIES 
 

 Data Engine 

 Machine Learning 

 Automation & Robotics 

 

 
 

PRODUCT OVERVIEW 
______________________________________________ 

 

CitySynergy Intelligence is a product of the suite that applies BI and analytical 

methods to the collected data, fostering process automation and continuous 

improvement, optimizing operational efficiency, as well as cognitive algorithms for 

machine learning and artificial intelligence, namely near future prediction and 

support in planning for growth and scale.  

One of the immediate operational advantages is that it uses machine learning and 

predictive maintenance algorithms based on sensor information and correlation, to 

inform vertical domain teams of the need for proactive maintenance, instead of 

corrective maintenance. 

Another advantage is that it filters events that are occurring due to the same issue, 

avoiding duplicate effort over the same incident, by transforming several events into 

a unique problem, and escalating immediately in case of emergencies, for example. 

Process automation fosters correlation & prioritization and filtering & de-

duplicating, making it possible to come up with a pool of correlated events, 

eliminating operational information that is not relevant. 
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Data Engine 

The Data Engine is responsible for collecting, processing and storing the received data. 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Enables city operators to be 

proactive and take actions to 

prevent incidents from 

occurring. 

 Enables the city to be prepared 

for the incident, allowing for a 

faster resolution time. 

EVENTS GENERATION 
_____________________________________________ 

 

Event generation enables the creation of predictive incidents that occur 

based on known dependencies between services and resources. 

 

An incident is generated in CitySynergyTM Command, originating from any 

source. Upon incident creation there is a trigger that calls the process to 

generate predictive incidents using the digital twin correlations. 

Using Incidents API from CitySynergyTM Integrate, CitySynergyTM 

Intelligence creates predictive incidents. 

 

After incident creation, its information is published to a broker that has 

subscribers. All the subscribers will receive this information in real time. One 

of the subscribers is CitySynergyTM Videowall. 

 

  

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Models that require longer 

training or processing times can 

be trained periodically without 

affecting real-time predictions 

 

ML BATCH PREDICTION  

_____________________________________________ 

 

Batch predictions in Machine Learning are used when the data is not required 

to be updated in real-time. As management and maintenance of real-time 

predictions can sometimes be costly, due to requirements for higher 

computing power, this type of prediction is typically used when low latency 

predictions aren’t mandatory. 

CitySynergyTM Intelligence provides the capability to schedule batch training 

processes and model evaluations, putting the models in production if the 

newly trained model has a higher accuracy in comparison to the previous 

one. It is also possible to carry out batch predictions. 
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KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Real-time updated predictions 

 

ML REAL TIME PREDICTION  

_____________________________________________ 

 

Real-time predictions are used in scenarios where it is critical for predictions 

to be trained and displayed instantly. For these cases, online predictions are 

used, which requires more computing power and higher operational care. 

CitySynergyTM Intelligence provides the capability to train data and request 

predictions in real-time. 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Shorter waiting times for 

citizens to report situations 

through the Contact Centre 

 Reduced personnel required to 

operate the Contact Centre 

LANGUAGE RECOGNITION 

_____________________________________________ 

 

CitySynergyTM Intelligence provides the capability to automate a Contact 

Centre by using language recognition to process incoming calls.  

 

Citizens have the possibility to report situations to a virtual assistant, by 

describing the issue as if they were interacting with an operator. The system 

recognizes the citizen’s phone number and if they have previously been 

registered, a situation is created on their behalf, based on the provided 

information. 

 

 

 
Machine Learning 

Machine Learning can be used in a variety of ways, ranging from incident prediction, response time prediction to 
automatically answering messages/calls. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 A well-developed data 

acquisition step facilitates the 

creation and retraining of the 

ML model.  

 

ACQUISITION 
_____________________________________________ 
 

Data Acquisition for Machine Learning is a very important step because the 

quality and quantity of data will directly determine how good a prediction 

model can be. 

 

A layer separates the operational use of the data from its analytical use, 

meaning that querying the database for large amount of data does not 

influence the normal operational use of the database. 

 

The data for analytics is stored in an Analytical database and the 
acquisition is carried out using CitySynergyTM Integrate. 
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KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Continuous maximization of the 

accuracy of the predictive 

models 

 Monitoring of model usage 

EVALUATION AND MONITORING 
_____________________________________________ 

 

CitySynergyTM Intelligence offers the capability to continuously evaluate 

predictive models that are being consumed. This process evaluates the 

accuracy of the model and triggers an automatic re-training job if the 

accuracy of the model falls below a pre-defined threshold. 

 

Model monitoring is also possible, to gain insights from model usage. This 

tracking includes number of calls to the model over time and how much 

processing power has been used over time. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Find unknown and hidden 

patterns in collected data 

 

LEARNING ALGORITHMS 
_____________________________________________ 

 

CitySynergyTM Intelligence provides the space to develop learning algorithms 

using the available data. Learning algorithms provide the capacity to find 

patterns in data that is collected from various sources. 

 

Based on the quantity and complexity of the data, it is possible to auto-scale 

the required capacity to run the data analysis and to develop the learning 

algorithms. 

 

The resulting learning algorithms can be consumed using an API from 

CitySynergyTM Integrate. 
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Automation & Robotics 
Automation and Robotics involves the automation of processes within and outside of CitySynergyTM, triggering actions 
based on pre-defined events. 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Centralized workflow 

management 

 Drag-and-drop interface for 

workflow creation 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
PROCESS AUTOMATION 
_____________________________________________ 

 

The Process Automation module provides the capacity to design and manage 

workflows within components of CitySynergyTM by using a drag and drop 

interface to easily create or update existing automatic processes. 

All types of events can be received, from events relative to situations as well 

as events regarding Digital Twin elements, such as new or updated elements. 

These events are received via CitySynergyTM Integrate and are then 

processed using the Automation Engine.  

The engine determines the actions to be taken. 

These actions can then either be sent to the other components of 

CitySynergyTM, or can also be sent to external systems. These actions can be 

of various types, such as sending notifications to users, API calls to external 

systems or creation of situations in CitySynergyTM Command. 

Process automation accelerates normal processes, and avoids deduplication 

of efforts, fostering effectiveness.  

Actions can be configured to be condition-based. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Actions 
Event 

Scheduler 
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ADDITIONAL 

INFORMATION 
 
More information can be found at: 
 

https://www.deloitte.com/citysynergy 

 

 
 

 

 

RELATED PRODUCTS 
_____________________________________________ 
CitySynergyTM Intelligence establishes de communication between the 

following products:  

 CitySynergyTM Command, 

 CitySynergyTM Insights, 

 CitySynergyTM Integrate. 

 

 

 

Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (“DTTL”), its global network of member firms, and their related entities. DTTL 

(also referred to as “Deloitte Global”) and each of its member firms are legally separate and independent entities. DTTL does not provide services to 

clients. Please see www.deloitte.com/about to learn more. 
Deloitte is a leading global provider of audit and assurance, consulting, financial advisory, risk advisory, tax and related services. Our network of 

member firms in more than 150 countries and territories serves four out of five Fortune Global 500® companies. Learn how Delo itte’s approximately 

286,000 people make an impact that matters at www.deloitte.com. 

This communication contains general information only, and none of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, its member firms or their related entities 

(collectively, the “Deloitte network”) is, by means of this communication, rendering professional advice or services. Before making any decision or 

taking any action that may affect your finances or your business, you should consult a qualified professional adviser. No entity in the Deloitte 

network shall be responsible for any loss whatsoever sustained by any person who relies on this communication.  

https://www.deloitte.com/citysynergy
http://www.deloitte.com/about
http://www.deloitte.com/
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                    DATASHEET FOR CITYSYNERGY PROTECT 

KEY CAPABILITIES 
 
 

 Identity Management 

 Access Management 

 Security Protocols 

 

PRODUCT OVERVIEW 
______________________________________________ 

 

CitySynergy Protect is a security and compliance protective layer that 

secures the data flow from external domains, IoT devices and applications 

that form the managed ecosystem around the Command Centre, while 

simultaneously ensuring full data regulation compliance. CitySynergy is a 

platform built with security by design principles.  

In today’s world, consumer and regulatory expectations around security, 

consent, and privacy continue to increase steadily. Meanwhile, the legal, 

financial, and reputation costs of failure are exploding, as data sets become 

bigger, more complex, and even more personal. With their silos and point 

solutions, most of the current security models are too slow, too error-prone, 

and too reliant on human scaling to address this challenge.  
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Some highlights: 

• It ensures data is protected along its flow: it offers a protection shield 

that avoids access to sensitive data; ensures there’s no usage abuse 

over open data. NEOM’s Chief data Officer owns the process and the 

data. 

• It allows for access and management of shared data and open data. 

Its management of open data & shared data flow control is reinforced 

with standard integration with a Command Center Authorization 

Access Management. 

• It segregates business data from each application owner (either city 

departments or third party providers). 

• It develops and configures the extension authorization methodology 

covering all the informational attributes on the city / smart places 

services. 

• It encompasses SSO and GDPR compliance, among several others. 

 

 

Identity Management 

A framework of policies and technologies to ensure that the proper people in a city or smart place has the appropriate 

access to technology resources. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Secure communications and 

the entire user session from 

device to backend data 

stores. 

 
 Provide appropriate access 

to legitimate users based on 

dynamic and adaptive 

policies. 

 
 

Identity Repository  
_____________________________________________ 
 

Is a battle-tested directory server that provides the scalability and reliability 

needed to support the most demanding cloud and IoT applications, with 

minimal infrastructure and human resources.  

The solution’s innovative design enables ultra–high–speed performance as well 

as transparent load balancing, multi-master replication, and state–based 

recovery. 

The internal CitySynergy identity directory, could trust in external systems by 

federation features. 
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KEY BENEFITS 
 

 High availability: Supports 

real-time replication and 

automatic and transparent 

failover and recovery. 

 Scalability: Distributes 

data across any number of 

servers, supporting 

millions of users and 

devices without incurring 

large hardware costs or 

performance degradation. 

Identity Federation 
_____________________________________________ 

 

Is a secure way for CitySynergy to get access to identity information owned by 

external systems. 

The identity information only exists in the city or smart place internal system. 

Through federated identity, CitySynergy can also have access to the needed 

information for service management purposes.  

The key to federated identity is trust: to make sure the information is 

transmitted only to a trusted place, the system requesting the information has 

to trust the sender system, to ensure they are getting accurate and trustworthy 

information. 

 

 
 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Users privacy data 

protection 

 Promotes Data Protection 

Officer 

 User have rights to erase 

his data 

GDPR Compliance  
_____________________________________________ 

 

GDPR1 goal is to strengthen and unify data protection for individuals within the 

European Union. It also addresses the transfer of personal data outside the EU. 

The goal of these regulations is to ensure people’s most private information 

stays private, while still allowing individuals to have access and control over 

their data. GDPR also establish rules for how cities and smart places must 

handle sensitive information. 

Since CitySynergyTM is GDPR compliant, privacy concerns for other global 

regions and countries are ensured. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

                                       
1 General Data Protection Regulation 
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Access Management 

Is a framework of policies and technologies for ensuring that the proper people in an enterprise have the appropriate 

access to technology resources. 

CitySynergy™ Protect Access Management provides secure single sign-on and access management to applications 

across web, mobile, and API channels, and is built upon proven, highly scalable technologies. 

Access Management delivers a comprehensive solution to provide end-to-end security from users and devices to 

backend resources through the following core features and capabilities: 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Unique authentication point 

for end-users 

 

Single sign-on (SSO) 
_____________________________________________ 
 

Single sign-on provides seamless access across multiple cloud, mobile, and web 

applications from any device, including social login through OAuth, Open ID 

Connect, and SAML support.  

This ensures that the access of a user to every domain is available through a 

unique single sign-on, for example by using the city end-user App or the city 

web portal.  

With CitySynergy Single sign-on feature, users may access the whole range of 

CitySynergy user interfaces by logging in only once. Then, while the session is 

active, users may navigate across services easily, with no need to input access 

credentials again. Session persistence may be done with or without cookies. 

 

Layer7 API Management is the central point used to access all CitySynergy 

services and/or user interfaces. This component is responsible for validating 

user credentials against the Identity Provider, and to manage user sessions in 

order to validate further access requests. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Access more secure 

 Promotes secure integrations 

   

Security by Default 
_____________________________________________ 
 

Provides a universal SDK2 that enables developers to quickly embed security 

into Apps, without having to be security engineers. It delivers namely: 

• App and device registration 

• One-time passwords 

• Push notification 

• Biometric authentication 

• PKI-based 2FA credentials 

• Risk evaluation 

                                       
2 Software development kit 
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• Certificate pinning 

• Proximity login 

• Social login and SSO 

 

With these security options available, repetitive and complex security coding 

can be eliminated simply by embedding a single SDK into the app. This enables 

CitySynergy™ Integrate teams to focus their time and efforts on delivering new 

Apps, service APIs and enhanced features, while the security teams can 

remotely configure the appropriate level of security for each. 

 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Authentication is unique 

 APIs authentication for 3th 

parties 

 

 

Authentication 

_____________________________________________ 

 

Identifies legitimate users from fraudulent ones by supplying and supporting a 

comprehensive set of single and multifactor credentials across web, mobile, 

and IoT channels.  

CitySynergy adaptively applies these mechanisms using a combination of 

dynamic real-time contextual data and policy-based rules to achieve the 

appropriate balance between security and user experience.  

The CitySynergy authentication module centralizes all the authentication needs 

and offers an API the 3th parties integration. The Session ID provided throw 

the authentication APIs has expired time configurable, and by default is 2 

hours. 

   

CitySynergy servers are issued public keys by Certificate Authorities so that its 

digital signature can be verified by anyone. Systems integrating with 

CitySynergy are required to have valid digital signatures as well to mitigate 

repudiation risks. Additional authentication measures such as private keys, 

tokens or basic authentication are usually required to validate authenticity of 

users/devices/systems. 

 
 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Same access rights by all 

access channels 

 Easy rules configuration 

Authorization 

_____________________________________________ 

 

Explicitly grants or denies access to all protected applications and resources 

through security policies based on a user’s profile attributes, group 

memberships, roles, and other types of rules.  
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 Authorization rules with 

federation asset properties  

 Authorization respects Digital 

Twin configuration 

You can also specify when a user can access specific resources (day/time 

restrictions), where the user can access a specific resource from (for example, 

only when logging in from specific IP addresses), and how the user should be 

handled if they are denied access to a resource (redirect, message, and so on)  

By default in CitySynergy the operational vertical partners just have access to 

change data from Services or Resources witch they are the owner. The same 

rules will be applied, when the field operators access to their tasks, from 

CitySynergy Field APP or another integrated field APP from 3th parties.  

 

 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Discover and manage 

Credentials 

 Isolate Credentials and 

Sessions 

 Record and Audit Sessions 

 Monitor Privileged Activity 

 Remediate Risk Behaviour 

 

Privileged Access Management 

_____________________________________________ 

 
CitySynergy continuously scans the environment to detect privileged access. 

Validate privilege by adding discovered accounts to a pending queue or 

automatically onboard and rotate accounts and credentials based on enterprise 

policy. 

Establish a secure control point to prevent credential exposure and isolate 

critical assets from end users with transparent connections to target systems 

via a variety of native workflows. 

Automatically record and store privileged sessions within a centralized 

encrypted repository. Prioritize auditing recorded and active sessions with video 

playback that streamlines reviewing the most suspicious activity. 

Administrators can view specific activities or keystrokes within video 

recordings. Detect and alert SOC and IT teams of anomalous behavior that 

bypasses or circumvents privileged controls. 

Automatically suspend or terminate privileged sessions based on risk 

assignment, and initiate automatic credential rotation in the event of privileged 

compromise or theft. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Data Discovery and 

Classification 

 Data Activity Monitoring 

(DAM) 

 User Behaviour Analytics 

(UBA) 

Data Protection 

_____________________________________________ 

 

Identification and classification of personal or sensitive data subjects and data 

flows across business applications. Allows the classification according with the 

data sensitivity defined. 

Monitor data access activity with enhanced user context between the 

application and database layers based on data classification and risk scoring 

avoiding processing benign activity log data.  

Collect analytics of user access to sensitive data over time to monitor user 

behavior, and alert in defined cases.  
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 Dynamic Controls 

 Pseudonymization 

 

The logical data minimization ensures that all access to data is performed on a 

“need-to-know” basis. 

Real-time redaction capabilities enable quick and simple data minimization for 

users and processes. 

 

 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Public Key Infrastructure 

 Certificate Lifecycle 

 Encryption in-motion 

 Encryption at-rest 

Data Integrity 

_____________________________________________ 

 

CitySynergy ensures all the aspects of Public Key Infrastructure, specifically the 

entire lifecycle of the generated keys, follow the appropriate security measures. 

CitySynergy ensures the correct and secure application of valid and trustworthy 

digital certificates throughout all its users and devices. 

All communication and data in-motion is encrypted and secured by the latest 

communication encryption algorithms. 

CitySynergy databases and data repositories are under strict encryption 

controls to safeguard any sensitive data it might process or be called in the 

context of the application. 

 

 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Code Integrity 

 Deletion/Erasure 

 Consent Processing Controls 

 Breach Notification 

 Audit Management 

 Personal Data Flows 

Data Privacy 

_____________________________________________ 

 

By design and by default, CitySynergy protects data using enhanced visibility 

into any sensitive data flow and access 

Ensures that all required data deletions and omissions have been properly 

executed or nullified 

Clients who deny consent (opt-out) will be automatically segregated from 

certain processing across systems 

Quickly know who accessed which data to comply with the personal data breach 

notification requirement 

Full audit logs to cover all sensitive data activities, enhancing compliance 

capabilities. 

Mapping of all sensitive data flows, including external data stores and processes 
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Security Protocols 

CitySynergy™ and his Protect capability ensures the security of data and communication transactions 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Layer 7 Defence 

 Denial of Service 

Protection 

 Traffic Filtering and 

blocking 

 Log Generation and 

Integration 

 

Web Application Firewall (WAF) 
_____________________________________________ 

CitySynergy’s WAF is protected against application level attacks, such as  SQL 

Injections, Malicious File Integrity and Cross Site Scripting. 

Protected against application-layer denial of service attacks, CitySynergy WAF 

discovers and fingerprints new and unusual traffic patterns without human 

intervention, distinguishing and isolating potential malicious traffic from 

legitimate traffic.   

Implements network-layer controls to define and enforce IP whitelists and 

blacklists to protect CitySynergy by restricting requests from specific IP 

addresses. 

Generate and Integrate WAF event logs with a SIEM or log aggregator solution. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Threat Detection 

 Confidentiality and 

Integrity 

 Message Validation 

 Authentication 

Enforcement 

 

API Security 
_____________________________________________ 

CitySynergy APIs filter traffic based on predefined rules and provide threat 

detection from common threats such as DoS attacks, illegal access attempts, 

SQL injection, XSS, CSRF and message size. 

Implement limitations on cipher suites, advanced ciphers based on technology 

such as digital certificates and message-based security. 

Built-in XML and JSON schema validation to secure all message transmissions. 

Enforces authentication controls such as basic credentials, API keys, OAuth, 

SAML, OpenID Connect, Kerberos and x509 digital certificates. 
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KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Code Integrity 

 Webpage Integrity 

 Consent Processing 

Controls 

Application Shielding 
________________________________________ 

Provides resilient code protection with polymorphic obfuscation, code locks, and 

runtime code protections. The protected code is extremely hard to reverse-

engineer and prevents any debugging, tampering attempts, and data leakage. 

Detects and blocks, in real-time, malicious behavior on the client-side of web 

applications. Prevents leaking or scraping of sensitive data. 

Monitors the application for any threats and all threats are reported in a 

dashboard in real-time for future analysis. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Fine-grained level control 

 Adoption of cyber security 

algorithms to protect 

devices and sensors 

IoT Protocols Communication 
_____________________________________________ 
 

 https with Restful APIs with XML and JSON message formats 

 MQTT Protocol - consists of three main components: subscriber, 

publisher and broker. The publisher generates the data and transmits 

the information to subscribers through the broker. 

 AMQP Protocol - The AMQP protocol consists of a set of components 

that route and store messages within a broker service, with a set of 

rules for wiring the components together. 

 CoAP Protocol - CoAP makes use of the UDP protocol for lightweight 

implementation. It also makes use of RESTful architecture, which is 

very similar to the HTTP protocol. It is used within mobiles and social 

network based applications and eliminates ambiguity by using the HTTP 

get, post, put and delete methods. 
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KEY BENEFITS 
 

 Over many security 

compliance certifications 

and accreditations 

 

 Data that should be freely 

available to everyone to 

use and republish as they 

wish, the CitySynergy 

provides containers for 

Open information. 

 

 Data that should be freely 

available to other 

investigators or 

developers use with 

authorized access, the 

CitySynergy provides 

containers for information 

access. 

Other Protocols Communication 
_____________________________________________ 
 

 XML, JSON, Swagger, SOAP, REST, PCI-DSS, AJAX, XPath, XSLT, 

WSDL, XML Schema, LDAP, RADIUS, SAML, XACML, OAuth 1.0a/2.0, 

JWT, PKCS, Kerberos, X.509 

 Certificates, FIPS 140-2, XML Signature, XML Encryption, SSL/ TLS, 

SNMP, SMTP, POP3, IMAP4, HTTP(S), JMS, MQ Series, Tibco EMS, Raw 

TCP, FTP(S), 

 WS-Security, WS-Trust, WS-Federation, WS-SecureExchange, WSIL, 

WS-I, WS-Addressing, WS-Policy, WSSecureConversation, WS-

MetadataExchange, 

 WS-SecurityPolicy, WS- PolicyAttachment, WS-I BSP, UDDI, WSRR, 

MTOM, IPv6, WCF 
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ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
 
More information can be found at: 
 

https://www.deloitte.com/citysynergy 

 

 
 

 

 
RELATED PRODUCTS 
_____________________________________________ 
CitySynergyTM Protect establishes de communication between the following 

products:  

 CitySynergyTM Integrate. 
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